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Abstract
Copper slag is considered as one of the waste materials which can have a promising future in construction industry as partial or full substitute of either cement or totals. For every ton of copper creation, about 2.2 huge amounts of copper slag is produced. This slag is as of now utilized for some, reasons like land filling, construction of abrasive tools, roofing granules, cutting tools and rail street balance material, which are not high value added application. These applications use just about 15% to 20% of copper slag produced and staying material is dumped as a waste. With the end goal to decrease the collection of copper slag and furthermore to give an elective material to sand and cement a methodology has been done to explore the utilization of copper slag in cement for the partial replacement of sand and cement.

Numerous analysts have officially thought that it was conceivable to utilize copper slag as a solid total, since copper slag has comparative molecule measure attributes prone to that of sand. Fine grained powder of copper slag can be utilized as a valuable cementing material to concrete and in cement clinker production. This look into was performed to create particular trial information on the potential utilization of copper slag as sand and cement replacement partially in cement.

This examination work basically comprises of two primary parts. M20 concrete was utilized to decide different mechanical properties. Initial segment of the proposition comprises of substituting sand partially by copper slag in cement. For sand replacement, seven test gatherings (counting control blend) were comprised with replacement of 0% (control example), 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, half and 60% copper slag with sand in every arrangement. Solid 3D shapes, barrels, RCC shafts and Columns were thrown and tried in research centers. The ideal extent of replacement was found by directing the accompanying tests.

i) Compressive quality test on solid 3D squares
ii) Split rigidity test on chambers

So also the second piece of the theory assesses the potential application of copper slag in concrete as a partial substitute for Portland cement. Five test bunches were set up with replacement of 0%, 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% finely ground copper slag with cement in every arrangement. To enhance the quality and diminish the setting time of concrete, hydrated lime is utilized as an activator to pozzolanic response. The accompanying tests was performed to
examine the different mechanical conduct of copper slag admixed concrete for cement.

i) Compressive quality test on solid 3D shapes

ii) Split elasticity test on chambers

The above said tests have been performed to consider the different mechanical conduct of copper slag admixed concrete for both sand and cement. The blend extent utilized for this exploration was 1: 1.66: 3.76 and the W/C proportion was taken as 0.45. Since the water ingestion limit of copper slag is lesser than sand, the decreased W/C proportion was utilized.
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INTRODUCTION

The usage of modern waste or optional materials has empowered the creation of cement and cement in construction field. New results and waste materials are being produced by different ventures. Dumping or transfer of waste materials causes ecological and medical issues. In this manner, reusing of waste materials is an extraordinary potential in solid industry. For a long time, results, for example, fly fiery remains, silica smoke and slag were considered as waste materials. Concrete arranged with such materials indicated enhancement in functionality and strength contrasted with ordinary cement and has been utilized in the construction of intensity, concoction plants and submerged structures. Over late decades, concentrated research thinks about have been done to investigate all conceivable reuse techniques. Construction waste, impact heater, steel slag, coal fly fiery debris and base cinder have been acknowledged in numerous spots as elective totals in dike, streets, asphalts, establishment and building construction, crude material in the fabricate of conventional Portland cement brought up by Teik thye luin et al (2006).

Copper slag is a mechanical side-effect material created from the way toward assembling copper. For each ton of copper creation, about 2.2 huge amounts of copper slag is produced. It has been evaluated that roughly 24.6 million tons of slag are produced from the world copper industry (Gorai et al 2003). Despite the fact that copper slag is generally utilized in the sand impacting industry and in the assembling of abrasive tools, the rest of discarded with no further reuse or recovery.

Copper slag has mechanical and compound attributes that qualify the material to be utilized in concrete as a partial replacement for Portland cement or as a substitute for totals. For instance, copper slag has various ideal mechanical properties for total utilize, for example, great soundness attributes, great scraped spot obstruction and great strength revealed by (Gorai et al 2003). Copper slag additionally displays pozzolanic properties since it contains low CaO. Under enactment with NaOH, it can show cementitous property and can be utilized as partial or full replacement for Portland cement. The usage of copper slag for applications, for example, Portland cement replacement in cement, or as crude material has the double advantage of wiping out the expense of transfer and bringing down the expense of the solid. The utilization of copper slag in the solid industry as a replacement for cement can have the advantage of decreasing the expenses of transfer and help in ensuring the earth. In spite of the way that few examinations have been accounted for on the impact of copper slag replacement on the properties of Concrete, assist
examinations are fundamental with the end goal to acquire a complete understanding that would give a building base to permit the utilization of copper slag in cement.

BACKGROUND OF COPPER SLAG
KB Exports International, Vijaywada is the primary backup of Vedantha Resources open constrained organization (PLC), an expanded and incorporated FTSE 100 metals and mining organization, with essential tasks situated in India.

The yearly turnover of KBEI, Vijaywada, India is Rs.13, 45 crores. KBEI, a main maker of copper in India, spearheaded the assembling of constant cast copper streets and built up India's biggest copper purifying and refining plant for generation of world class refined copper. KBEI is the maker of copper slag (Figure 1.1) amid the fabricate of copper metal. Directly, around 1500 tons of copper slag is delivered every day and an aggregate amassing of around 1.1 million tons.

PRODUCTION OF COPPER SLAG
Copper slag is a side-effect acquired amid the matte purifying and refining of copper has been accounted for by Biswas and Davenport (2002). The real constituent of a refining charge are sulfides and oxides of iron and copper. The charge likewise contains oxides, for example, SiO2, Al2O3, CaO and MgO, which are either present in unique focus or added as transition. It is Iron, Copper, Sulfur, Oxygen and their oxides which to a great extent control the science and physical constitution of purifying framework. A further essential factor is the oxidation/decrease capability of the gases which are utilized to warmth and liquefy the charge expressed by Gorai et al (2002). Because of this procedure copper-rich matte (sulfides) and copper slag (oxides) are shaped as two separate fluid stages. The expansion of silica amid refining process frames unequivocally fortified silicate anions by joining with the oxides.

This response produces copper slag stage, while sulfide from matte stage, because of low inclination to frame the anion buildings. Silica is added straightforwardly for the most entire disconnection of copper in matte which happens at close immersion fixation with SiO2.

The slag structure is balanced out with the expansion of lime and alumina. The liquid slag is released from the heater at 1000-
1300°C. At the point when fluid is cooled gradually, it frames a thick, hard crystalline item, while a granulated shapeless slag is framed through fast cementing by pouring liquid slag.

COPPER SLAG REPLACEMENT FOR SAND

The utilization of slag from copper refining as a fine total in cement was explored by Akihiko and Takashi (1996). Copper slag was additionally utilized by Ayano et al (2000) as a fine total in cement. They portrayed the quality, setting time and toughness of solid blends made with copper slag. The crucial properties of solid utilizing copper slag and class II fly fiery remains as fine totals were researched by Ishimaru et al (2005). It was presumed that up to 20% (in volume) of copper slag or class II fly fiery remains as fine totals substitution can be utilized in the creation of cement. To control the seeping in solid blends while consolidating copper slag as fine totals, Ueno et al (2005) proposed a reviewing dissemination of fine total dependent on molecule thickness.

The examination explored the most extreme size of slag fine total that does not altogether impact the measure of draining and the required plastic consistency of glue to control the measure of seeping by the variety of water-to-cement proportions. Shi et al (2008) introduced an exhaustive survey on the utilization of copper slag in cement, mortars and cement. The paper was centered around the attributes of copper slag and its consequences for the building properties of cement, mortars and cement. Wu et al (2010) researched the mechanical properties of copper slag and strengthened cement under unique pressure. The outcomes demonstrated that the dynamic compressive quality of copper slag strengthened cement for the most part enhanced with the expansion in measures of copper slag utilized as a sand replacement upto 20%, contrasted and the control concrete, past which the quality was lessened. Wu et al (2010) likewise examined the mechanical properties of high quality cement consolidating copper slag as a fine total. The outcomes shown that the quality of cement, with under 40% copper slag replacement, was higher than or equivalent to that of the control example. The minuscule view exhibited that there were restricted contrasts between the control concrete and the solid with under 40% copper slag content.

In view of above examinations, this exploration consider was led to research the execution of cement made with copper slag as a partial replacement for fine total. Seven test bunches were comprised with replacement: 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, half, and 60% of copper slag with sand in every arrangement. The accompanying tests have been led to locate the mechanical properties of concrete and auxiliary individuals.
1. Compressive quality on solid 3D square
2. Compressive quality on chambers

COPPER SLAG REPLACEMENT FOR CEMENT

The impact of copper slag on the hydration of cement-based materials was explored by Mobasher et al (1996) and Tixier et al (1997). Up to 15% copper slag, by weight of cement was utilized as a Portland cement replacement together with 1.5% of hydrated lime. It was utilized as an activator for pozzolanic responses. The outcomes showed a huge increment in the compressive quality for up to 90 days of hydration. Likewise, an abatement in hairlike porosity and an expansion in gel
porosity were watched. Moura et al (1999) revealed that the copper slag could be a potential option in contrast to admixtures utilized in cement and mortars. Al-Jabri et al (2002) contemplated the impact of copper slag (CS) and cement by-pass dust (CBPD) replacements on the quality of cement mortars. Trial results shown that the blend containing 5% CBPD + 95% cement yielded the highest 90 days compressive quality of 42 MPa in correlation with 40 MPa for the blend containing 1.5% CBPD + 13.5 CS + 85% cement. The ideal CS and CBPD utilized was 5%. What's more, it was resolved that utilizing CBPD as an actuating material would work superior to utilizing lime.

The second piece of this examination manages the application of copper slag as partial replacement of cement in cement and RCC structures. Consequently, copper slag were finely ground in ball plants and partially supplanted with Portland cement amid the generation of cement. Five test bunches were comprised with replacement: 0%, 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% of copper slag with cement in every arrangement. To enhance the quality of cement and to initiate pozzolanic responses in cement, hydrated lime was added. 0.5% of hydrated lime was added for 5% replacement of cement with copper slag. So also 1%, 1.5% and 2% was added for 10%, 15% and 20% replacement. The accompanying tests were directed to locate the mechanical practices of different solid examples at 28 days.

i) Compressive quality test on solid 3D shape examples
ii) Compressive quality test on chambers
iii) Split rigidity test on barrels

AIM AND SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

GENERAL
Copper slag is considered as one of the waste material which can have a promising future in construction industry as partial or full substitute of either cement or totals. Numerous analysts have officially thought that it was conceivable to utilize copper slag as a solid total. In any case, very little research has been completed in India concerning the fuse of copper slag in cement and RCC individuals. Hence this examination was performend to make particular test information on the potential utilization of copper slag in cement and RCC individuals.

Point

The fundamental point of this examination work was to research compelling replacement of sand and cement by copper slag in cement and RCC basic components and its applications to decrease seismic earth weight. To accomplish this, a broad examination has been done to research the accompanying utilizing copper slag.

1. To locate the ideal extent of copper slag that can be utilized as a replacement/substitute material for cement and fine total.
2. To assess compressive and rigidity of copper slag admixed solid examples.
3. To research flexural quality of copper slag supplanted basic individuals.

SCOPE
The administration of India has focused on the year 2010 and 2011 for giving lodging to all. Such expansive scale lodging construction exercises require immense measure of cash. Out of the aggregate expense of house construction, building materials add to around 70 percent costs in creating nations like India. Thusly the need of hour is replacement of expensive and rare traditional building materials by inventive,
practical and condition companion by interchange building materials. Since copper slag concrete demonstrated an improved mechanical execution and furthermore has non substance considered as harmful was filtered, it very well may be utilized as a building crude materials. Subsequently in this examination, conceivable outcomes of utilizing copper slag for different reasons for existing were inspected and announced.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURES

GENERAL
The test setup and methodology for directing different testson cement and RCC components are talked about here.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR CONCRETE SPECIMENS

Concrete Cubes
To decide the compressive strength of concrete, 150 mm × 150 mm × 150 mm measure concrete 3D squares were thrown and tried as per IS: 516-1959. All strength tests were directed utilizing 2000kN pressure testing machine. 3D square shape of size 150x150x150 mm were utilized. They were cleaned completely utilizing a waste fabric and afterward legitimately oiled along its appearances. Concrete was then filled in shape and afterward compacted utilizing a standard packing pole of 60 cm length having a cross sectional region of 25mm². Concrete blends with various extents of copper slag extending from 0% to 60% replacement for sand and 0% to 20% for cement were arranged and tried.

Concrete Cylinders

The span of cylinder utilized for split tensile strength and durability examines was 150mm breadth and 300mm stature. This test was directed as per IS: 5816-1999. The raw petroleum was connected along the internal surfaces of the shape for the simple expulsion of examples from the form. Concrete was poured all through its length and compacted well.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Compressive Strength Test
Concrete solid shapes of size 150mm×150mm×150mm were thrown with and without copper slag. Amid throwing, the 3D shapes were mechanically vibrated utilizing a table vibrator. Following 24 hours, the samples were demoulded and exposed to restoring for 28 days in compact water. Subsequent to relieving, the samples were tried for compressive strength utilizing pressure testing machine of 2000KN limit. The most extreme load at disappointment was taken. The normal compressive strength of concrete and mortar examples was ascertained by utilizing the accompanying condition 5.1.

\[
\text{Ultimate compressive load (N)} = \frac{\text{Compressive strength (N/mm}^2\text{)}}{\text{Area of cross section of specimen (mm}^2\text{)}}
\]  

(5.1)

The tests were completed on an arrangement of triplicate examples and the normal compressive strength values were taken.

Split Tensile Strength Test
Concrete cylinders of size 150 mm distance across and 300mm length were thrown with consolidating copper slag as partial replacement of sand and cement. Amid throwing, the cylinders were mechanically vibrated utilizing a table vibrator. Following 24 hours, the examples were demoulded and exposed to restoring for 28 days in convenient water. Subsequent to relieving, the barrel shaped examples were tried for split tensile strength utilizing pressure
testing machine of 2000kN limit. A definitive load was taken and the normal split tensile strength was computed

\[
\text{Split tensile strength (N/mm)} = \frac{P}{\pi D^2}
\]

Where,
P=Ultimate load at failure(N) L=Length of cylindrical specimen (mm) D=Diameter of cylindrical specimen (mm)
The tests were carried out on a set of triplicate specimens and the average tensile strength values were taken.

1) GENERAL
A few specialists have researched the conceivable utilization of copper slag as fine and coarse totals in concrete and its consequences for the distinctive mechanical and long haul properties of mortar and concrete (Tan et al 2000, Taeb et al 2002, Tang et al 2000, Zong et al 2003). While the greater part of the reports point to advantages of utilizing copper slag as fine totals, in some stray cases some negative impacts, for example, postponing of the setting time have additionally been accounted for (Ueno et al 2005, Premchand et al 2000). In spite of the fact that there are numerous examinations that have been accounted for by agents from different nations on the utilization of copper slag in cement concrete, very little research has been completed in India concerning the fuse of copper slag in concrete. Despite the fact that there are different research thinks about have been accounted for by specialists about copper slag, its physical properties and concoction creation changes nation wide and consequently its mechanical execution likewise shifts as indicated by that. Along these lines, this exploration was performed to produce particular trial information on potential utilization of copper slag replacement in concrete.

M20 concrete was utilized to play out this examination. This section has been partitioned into two principle parts.

Mechanical execution of concrete and RCC individuals joining copper slag as partial replacement of sand (0 to 60% replacement).

Mechanical execution of concrete and RCC individuals joining ground copper slag as partial replacement of cement (0 to 20% replacement).

COPPER SLAG REPLACEMENT FOR SAND

The accompanying tests were led to analyze the mechanical practices of concrete fusing copper slag as partial replacement of sand.

1. Compressive strength test concrete 3D square examples

2. Split tensile test on concrete cylinders of size 150mm breadth and 300mm stature.

Compressive Strength Test

Compressive strength test on concrete cubes

The effect of copper slag substitution as a fine aggregate on the strength of concrete is given in Table 6.2, which presents the average 7 and 28 day cube compressive strength of concrete. A total number of 42 mortar specimens were cast and tested shown in Figure 6.1. The unconfined compressive strength values of concrete mixtures with different proportions of copper slag tested at 7 and 28 days are also plotted in Figure 6.2.
6.2.1 Compressive Strength Test

6.2.1.1 Compressive strength test on mortar cubes

The measured compressive strength values are presented in Table 6.1.

![Figure 6.1 Compression test on CC and S40 specimens](image)

Table 6.1 compressive strength of mortar cubes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Mix Identity</th>
<th>Ultimate load kN</th>
<th>Average ultimate load kN</th>
<th>Comp. strength N/mm²</th>
<th>% increase in strength at 28 days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7 Days</td>
<td>28 Days</td>
<td>7 Days</td>
<td>28 Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>126.00</td>
<td>160.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>S10</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>140.67</td>
<td>164.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>157</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>S20</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>152.33</td>
<td>176.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>165</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>S30</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>172.33</td>
<td>216.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>185</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>S40</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>152.33</td>
<td>190.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>137</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>S50</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>130.67</td>
<td>162.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>S60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2.1.2 Results and discussions

An aggregate number of 42 mortar examples were thrown and tried for 7 days and 28 days strength appeared in Table 6.1. The outcomes shown that all blends yielded practically identical or higher compressive strength than the control blend for all relieving ages. Moreover, as copper slag content builds the compressive strength of cement mortars increments upto 40% substitution of copper slag. Past that, the compressive strength diminished with an expansion in copper slag content. S40 blend yielded the highest normal multi day compressive strength of 50.35 N/mm², relatively 57% higher than the compressive strength of the control blend (Figure 6.1A). Albeit all blends yielded a higher compressive strength than the control blend, it very well may be said that the replacement of 40% copper slag as sand replacement will give the highest compressive strength with over half enhancement in mortar's strength. An expansion of 34% of compressive strength was gotten at 28 days for S40 examples, contrasted with 7 days strength. Be that as it may, for control examples, the expansion in strength was just 27% contrasted with 7 days strength. Along these lines, it tends to be comprehended that, for longer restoring periods the greater part of the examples demonstrated no unfavorable impact (i.e. a strength inversion) when utilizing copper slag.

Compressive strength test on concrete cubes

The impact of copper slag substitution as a fine total on the strength of concrete is given in Table 6.2, which displays the normal 7 and multi day shape compressive strength of concrete. An aggregate number of 42 mortar examples were thrown and tried appeared in Figure 6.1. The unconfined compressive strength values of concrete blends with various extents of copper slag tried at 7 and 28 days.

Figure 6.1A Compressive strength of mortar cubes

Figure 6.1 Compression test on CC and S40 specimens
Table 6.2 Compressive strength test on concrete specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Mix Identity</th>
<th>Ultimate load kN</th>
<th>Average ultimate load kN</th>
<th>Comp. strength N/mm²</th>
<th>% increase in strength at 28 days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 Days</td>
<td>28 Days</td>
<td>7 Days</td>
<td>28 Days</td>
<td>7 Days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>770</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S10</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S20</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S30</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>S40</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S50</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>S60</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results discussions

The test outcomes show that for blends arranged utilizing up to 40% copper slag replacement, the compressive strength of concrete expanded. Nonetheless, for blends with S40 and S50 copper slag, the compressive strength diminished quickly. Blend S40 yielded the highest multi day compressive strength of 46.8N/mm² contrasted and 33.11 N/mm² for the control blend, while the most minimal compressive strength of 38.22 N/mm² was gotten for blend S60 with 60% copper slag. Here, the compressive strength yielded by blend S60 is relatively equivalent to that of S10 blend. In any case, the values are more prominent than control blend. This decrease in compressive strength for concrete-blends with high copper slag substance is because of increment in the free water content that outcomes from the low water retention attributes of copper slag in examination with sand. This causes an impressive increment in the functionality of concrete and hence lessens concrete strength.

Wu et al. 2010 seen that, in the wake of looking at the microstructure of concrete examples with various copper slag substance, the strength enhancement with 40% substitution was for the most part credited to the physical properties of copper slag. Copper slag has a superior compressibility than sand, which can partially assuage the pressure fixation, if the sand is still as the overwhelming fine total holding the concrete lattice together. The precise sharp edges of copper slag particles can enhance the union of the concrete grid. Then again, the lustrous surface of copper slag particles negatively affects the attachment. The low assimilation properties of copper slag can leave abundance water in concrete which can cause exorbitant seeping at higher copper slag content.

This outcomes in the development of inner voids and fine diverts in the concrete, causing
a decrease in its quality. Accordingly, the strength of concrete with lower copper slag substance can be enhanced by the constructive outcome of copper slag, though if copper slag content surpasses 40%, the strength of concrete abatements considerably with decrease in attachment administered by copper slag.

**Split Tensile Strength Test on Concrete**

Split tensile strength is characterized as a strategy for deciding the tensile strength of concrete utilizing a cylinder which splits over the vertical measurement. The impact of copper slag substitution as a fine total on split tensile strength of concrete is given in Table 6.3.

### Table 6.3 Split tensile strength test on cylinders
6.2.2.1 Results & Discussion

The outcomes demonstrated that the normal split tensile strength of copper slag admixed concrete examples (Figure 6.6) expanded up to 40% replacement. The explanation behind enhancement of strength was, copper slag has a superior compressibility than sand, which can partially soothe the pressure fixation, if the sand is still as the prevailing fine total holding the concrete grid together. It is realized that the sand has great scraped spot properties due to its unpleasant surface, which can enhance the union between cement glue and coarse total. In any case, the scraped area properties of sand are debilitated with time following quite a while of weathering causing sand particles to have adjusted edges, which are adverse to the interlocking properties of composite materials. The rakish sharp edges of copper slag particles can remunerate to some degree the unfriendly impacts of sand and, along these lines, additionally enhance the attachment of concrete. This prompts enhance the mechanical execution of copper slag admixed concrete.

It tends to be seen from Table 6.3 that the multi day split tensile strength of S10, S20, S30, S40, S50, and S60 examples is 18.20%, 19.71%, 22.72%, 25.07%, 18.2% and 16.72% higher than that of control examples. The most extreme increment in strength was acquired at 40% replacement of copper slag.
with sand. This demonstrated the copper slag admixed concrete are expanded the compressive strength of concrete as well as expanded the split tensile strength values.

COPPER SLAG REPLACEMENT FOR CEMENT

General

The utilization of copper slag as a pozzolanic material for a partial substitute for normal Portland cement, its impacts on the hydration responses and properties of mortar and concrete have been accounted for in a few productions (Al-Jabri et al 2006, Taha et al 2007, Malhotra 1993, Tixier et al 1997, Arino and Mobasher, 1999, Douglas and Mainwaring 1986, Deja and Malolepszy 1989). Moura et al 1999 examined the compressive and flexural strength of concrete containing copper slag as 10% of the cement by mass. Mobasher et al 1996 revealed that the expansion of lime at the higher rates of copper slag (15% copper slag and 1.5% lime as activator), the compressive strength expanded from 30 N/mm2 at the 28th day to 61 N/mm2 at the 90th day, mirroring a 100% expansion. Washington Almeida Moura et al 2008 detailed that the ground type of copper slag can be used for the replacement for cement in concrete.

Along these lines, finely ground copper slag was utilized as replacement for cement in this examination. Here copper slag has been supplanted at a most extreme level of twenty to the heaviness of cement. According to the examinations of Mobasher et al, to enact pozzolanic responses in copper slag blended concrete, S type hydrated lime was utilized. The accompanying tests were directed to look at the mechanical practices of concrete for different extents of copper slag supplanted with cement.

1. Compressive strength test concrete solid shape examples

2. Split tensile test on concrete cylinders of size 150mm breadth and 300mm tallness.

Compressive Strength Test on Concrete Cubes for Cement Replacement

A total number of 15 concrete cube specimens were cast and tested for 28 days strength. The effect of copper slag substitution as a fine aggregate on the strength of concrete is given in Table 6.8. The unconfined compressive strength values of concrete mixtures with different proportions of copper slag cured at 28 days is plotted in Figure 6.27.
Table 6.8 Compressive strength of concrete cubes for cement Replacement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Mix identity</th>
<th>Ultimate loads (kN)</th>
<th>Average ultimate load (kN)</th>
<th>Compressive strength at 28 days (N/mm²)</th>
<th>% increase in strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>746.67</td>
<td>33.11</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>720</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>750</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>C05</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>823.33</td>
<td>36.66</td>
<td>10.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>830</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>840</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>C10</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>843.33</td>
<td>37.48</td>
<td>13.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>840</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>870</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>C15</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>870.00</td>
<td>38.50</td>
<td>16.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>860</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>870</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>C20</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>690.00</td>
<td>33.01</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>670</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>770</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.27 Compressive strength of concrete cubes for cement Replacement

6.3.2.1 Results and discussions The highest compressive strength was accomplished with 15%
replacement of copper slag with cement, which was found about 38.5 N/mm² contrasted and 33.11 N/mm² for the control blend. This implies there is an expansion in strength of about 16.28% contrasted with the control blend. In any case, blends with 20% gave marginally low compressive strength around 33.01 N/mm² which is relatively 0.3% lower than the strength of the control blend. An expansion of hydrated lime in concrete to the heaviness of cement initiates the pozzolanic activity of copper slag. Subsequently, the compressive strength of copper slag admixed examples are expanded at a most extreme rate of 17%, with that of control examples. An expansion of hydrated lime enhances the strength gain in all blends.

Table 6.9 Split tensile strength results of cylinders for cement replacement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Mix identity</th>
<th>Ultimate loads kN</th>
<th>average ultimate load kN</th>
<th>Split tensile strength at 28 days (N/mm²)</th>
<th>% increase in strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>236.66</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>220</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>C05</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>5.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>260</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>C10</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>9.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>270</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>260</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results and Discussions

Because of augmentations of copper slag in concrete, the thickness of concrete was expanded from 5 to 7% for the water-cement proportion of 0.45. This is most likely because of the higher particular gravity of copper slag. It tends to be seen from Table 6.9 that the multi day split tensile strength of C05, C10 and C15 examples are 5.37%, 9.56% and 15.23% higher than that of control examples. From that point onward, the decrease of strength happened. The decrease in split tensile was because of the low retention properties of copper slag. It can leave overabundance water in concrete, which can cause unnecessary seeping at higher copper slag content and thusly the strength lessened.

Thusly, it very well may be reasoned that, the copper slag expansion has expanded split tensile strength up to 15% replacement with cement, however diminished with 20% replacement. There is an expansion of strength of relatively 15.3% for C15 examples contrasted with the control CC blend, while 20% replacement gave the most reduced splitting tensile strength.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C15</td>
<td>260</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>280</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>280</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
<td>220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C20</td>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FUTURE WORKS

GENERAL

The present examination researched the adequacy of utilizing copper slag for the partial replacement of sand and cement. The components considered for study were

- Concrete 3D squares of size 150 mm × 150 mm × 150 mm
- Concrete cylinder of 150 mm distance across and 300mm stature

Conclusion

In light of the examinations, the accompanying ends were drawn.

- The use of copper slag in concrete gives extra ecological and in addition specialized advantages for every single related industry. Partial replacement of copper slag in fine total and cement lessens the expense of making concrete.
- Replacement of copper slag (100% replacement with sand) builds oneself weight of concrete examples to the greatest of 15-18%.

CONCLUSION AND SCOPE FOR
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time of copper slag admixed concrete is higher than control concrete.

- The consequences of compressive, split tensile strength test have shown that the strength of concrete increments as for the level of copper slag added by the heaviness of fine total up to 40% (S40). Advance augmentations of copper slag caused decrease in strength because of an expansion of free water content in the blend.

- Utilisation of copper slag as Portland cement replacement in concrete and as a cement crude material has the double advantage of dispensing with the expenses of transfer and bringing down the expense of the concrete.

- The most extreme compressive, split tensile strength was accomplished at 15% (C15) replacement to the heaviness of cement. There is an expansion of compressive strength was accomplished around 15.13% contrasted with control blends. In any case, this is 26% lower than S40 examples. So also, for split tensile strength test, the strength was expanded to 15.23% for C15 examples contrasted with control blends, while this is 10% lower than S40 examples.

- It was seen that, the copper slag replacement for sand is more viable than cement.

- For higher replacement of copper slag in cement (more noteworthy than 20%) and sand, (more prominent than half) the compressive and split tensile strength diminishes because of an expansion of free water content in the blend.

SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORKS

- This look into was expected to analyze the impact of copper slag increases in concrete and RCC components for M20 blends. A similar word can be reached out to higher evaluations of concrete blends with varying water/cement proportion.

- Copper slag can be adequately supplanted in making blocks, empty squares and asphalt squares.

- Since copper slag has higher shear strength value it tends to be utilized for soil adjustment.

- Copper slag can be supplanted alongside fly cinder, silica rage and granulated impact heater slag in concrete and RCC individuals which can be tried for mechanical exhibitions.
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